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Abstract
Dhaka Nilkhet market, established in the 1950s is located at the border of the old and

new part of Dhaka city. The area serves as a popular place for shopping-cumgathering. Its exclusiveness has been its marriage with informal traditional market
streets developed in and around market area. These informal markets developed
without any land-ownership occupying the footpath and public land, yet sustained by
the everyday conflict and negotiation among the vendors, petty politicians, and
authority. A unique spatialisation process and extremely flexible spatial pattern of
informal retail activities has been developed over the time at this border of the city,
which has earned its life-blood from the ephemeral character of this old urban
tissue, and has offered continued support to the migrants, pursuing the metropolitan
city for livelihood opportunities. The paper argues the informal retail
activities/architecture lacking a legal ownership of land is underpinned by a
conception of placelessness, and offers a uniqueness to its retail environment and its
process of place-making. It reveals that the absence of land-ownership and
placeless-ness in the spatialisation of informal retail activities tend to articulate the
existing network of pedestrian circulation spaces to form an integrated retail
environment with the formal retail developments. The spatial outcome reflects a
dependency among various user groups, binding the formal and informal sector of
the economy into a benign and contiguous relationship. The paper contributes in the
critical debate on the role of placelessness in architecture, through an enhanced
social interaction and overlapping retail activities, as the old (formal) marketplace
still sustains by the addition of a questionable and non-static physical form.
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Introduction

In the recent decade, the increasing internal migration and the subsequent absorption of
migrants in the urban labour market brought about significant impacts on the
proliferation and production of informal markets in Dhaka city. Although, migrancy has
rapidly become global in its scope and scale (Castles, 2000; Castles and Miller, 1993),
the internal migration of Dhaka is unique for its geo-trading importance, intense
centralisation of resources as the capital city of a developing country and the nature of
placemaking (that) takes place in a city with severe land scarcity.
With the proliferation of informal markets in the capital city Dhaka, the government
rely on the liberal policy of converting informal markets into legal land entity. Market
has been understood as a problem of land ownership, rather an activity. Converting
informal market into a legally owned land to help the poor has garnered great currency
among the World Bank and International Monetary Fund's policies for the poorer
countries and has also dominated the policy discourse among informality scholarship
for more than thirty years (Gilbert, 2012).
Such an approach privileges spatial principle (for marketplace) as stability, permanence
and static over those of movement, flux and fluidity (Cairns, 2004). Market understood
in this way was guided by a teleology that openly anticipates the transformation of
migrants into settling as urban poor in the city. However, resources of cities are limited,
and this one-way approach to permanently settle the migrants can have a range of
unsettling effects in a context of severe scarcity of land: jeopardising social cohesion
(Cairns, 2004) and right to the city, inducing social resentment and damaging varied
nature of urban place-making.
The transformation of the market into a static land, from an ephemeral spatial activity
(Mehrotra, 2008), and chronically produced illegal status (of the market and its sellers),
however, have decisively shaped a unique nature of spatiality of the informal
marketplace. This spatiality simply cannot be scripted as an occupational struggle of the
migrants, however, requires an in-depth look to be understood by their politics of
resilience to access the informal institutions.
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Their small but decisive acts of agency to articulate the opportunities of local politics
give everyday particularity to a unique place-making in informal urban markets. The
place-making is a response to orderly and static spatiality of the marketplace within the
land scarcity, politics, denial, and conditions of migrancy. A critical examination of this
place-making can reveal how the informal market works in a context of scarcity of
resources and regular migration.
This elusive yet novel construction of spatiality and place-making is the central theme
of this paper, and by doing so, the paper hopes to make a significant revision to our
understating of the politics of resilience and the production of informal marketplace in a
context of ongoing migration (in capital city). Moreover, the significance of placemaking to understand the structure of the informal market and its dynamics have
remained an ignored (Callon, 1998), yet a significantly important area of market
research. The importance of place in understanding market structure has been
assertively argued by Paul Krugman in Geography and Trade (Krugman, 1991), but his
argument remains limited to the locational aspect of place. A deeper understanding of
the political-economic process that produces the informal market place as a clear
correspondence between social space and architectural space, such that social life of the
climate migrants be registered in a legible way in urban informal markets remains
missing.
This paper will, therefore, examine the political-economic process through which a
unique place-making takes place within the scarcity of land in the most popular
informal market of Dhaka city in Bangladesh, commonly known as Nilkhet area. It will
explore questions including if a benign nature of transactions takes place in that
political process to create the unique form of place-making? What are the spatial and
political attributes of place-making and how those shape the informal retail architecture
in Nilkhet area?

Methodology
In market-related research, modern markets are understood as active processes of
interaction among three aspects: exchange and transactions of goods (Barnhill and
Lawson, 1980; Denegri-knott, 2007); mechanisms that determine prices relative to
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supply and demand (Buzzell, 1999; Denegri-knott, 2007) and the networks of relatively
stable relationships among actors, institutions and structures of exchanging goods
(Hodgson, 1988; North, 1990, Fourie, 1991; Fligstein, 2001; Fligstein, 1996; Denegriknott, 2007). Such understanding of market presumes that the aforementioned processes
take place on an uncontested space. However, as observed and argued by Podder A.K
(2017) and Janice Denegri-Knott (2007), markets can never be a fixed template for
abstract exchange actions, but consist of rather complex and dynamic mechanisms of
negotiations and contests among various agents producing different nature of spatiality.
To understand how markets ‘work’, a critical empirical examination is required which
would reconcile the abstract conception of the modern market with its spatial aspects.
Among various tools available for examining the unique nature of spatiality produced in
the informal markets in Nilkhet area, this paper will primarily use the analytical tool
developed by Henri Lefebvre’s (1991) Social Space. This means, the paper will not
concentrate only on the Cartesian conception of geometric spatiality (physical and
static). Instead, it will examine space as dynamic and relational attuned to the theories
of Yi-Fu Tuan (1979), Kim Knott (2005), Michel Foucault (1995) and Edward Soja
(1996), who argue that spatiality has a deeper connection with the production of power.
Lefebvre’s model of social space breaks space into three simple analytical components:
conceived, perceived and lived space, and narrates the making of space in relation to the
many complex forces (legal, formal, political, environmental etc.). Lefebvre identifies
these three analytical components to act interconnectedly (Kudva, 2009) in the
production of spatiality. Among the three, the conceived refers to the representations of
space, produced by the abstract conception of planners, formal authorities and
lawmakers. The purpose of this space is to make certain ideology (i.e., capitalism and
socialism) possible. At a structural level, the conceived space in an informal market is
related to the rules regulating the transaction, property rights, governance and the ways
profit is generated (Fligstein 1996,2001; Denegri-Knott, 2007).
The Perceive space is the physical construction of market, referring to the tangible,
material manifestation of the market. It covers the location, distribution of space and
architectural forms encompassing all those physical structures and use of spaces
(Denegri-Knott, 2007), that provides a platform for informal transaction. This perceived
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dimension of informal markets, what makes market a place and gives a static identity,
has been mapped by collecting photographs, sketch and physical survey.
Finally, lived space is the representational space of everyday social life, made up by the
experiences and struggles of participants to exist in a contested place. This, according to
Lefebvre, is the site of negotiation and conflict (Lefebvre, 1991), which in the informal
markets of Dhaka are produced and changed simultaneously, generating new knowledge
of survival and domination for the migrants.
The analysis of these three components in this paper unravels in the course of the paper
a mutually constituted relationship among space, power and market, and thus will help
to comprehend how new types of resilience has developed among the migrants through
the production of the unique spatiality in informal economic sector in the capital city.

The making of Nilkhet-Newmarket area
Nilkhet market, as we see today, has not been in this way in the 1950s. The area was
named after the indigo farms in the British colonial period. Some Raghubir was the land
owner of the land which later sold to the Railway. The Kataban road was the rail road.
At the end of British colonial period, the rail road was abandoned, which later replaced
by vehicular road in 1975 (Figure:1). After a legal battle with the government, a part of
the land was then returned to Raghubir, and rest of the land became government
acquired Khas (unused) land. Today Nilkhet market and adjacent other markets
including Gauchul Azam and Islamia Banik Samity market have informally grown on
this Khas land (Interview, 2018).
Before the establish of market in the mid-1950s, the land was mostly occupied by paddy
fields and households of farmers. Some parts of the land contained forest of indigenous
trees. Soon after the establishment of the markets in the same decade, the landuse
pattern transformed rapidly into small retail shops and agricultural bazar, locally known
as Kacha-bazaar. Archival materials like paintings from that period on Local Dhaka
four years by Abdur Razzak reflects that transition. The gradual importance of the area
as a commercial centre created demand for land. To meet the demand, canals in the
areas were filled and used to make new connecting roads (Interview, 2018) (Figure:2).
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Figure 1 Nilkhet market area, Dhaka in 1975, Map courtesy: Bangladesh National Archive. Collected
by the students of Department of Architecture, BUET.

In the 1980s, the establishment of new government agencies to govern the city disputed
the ownership of the land. While the Divisional Commissioner (DC) office owned the
land, the Dhaka City Corporation retained the official regulatory body of the markets
(Figure:13). At the end of the decade, when the autocratic military government fell and
the new democratic government came into power, the political dynamics of the area
changed.
The unique functioning of democracy in Bangladesh engendered new politics of urban
space. The land of Nilkhet area became occupied by unauthorised commercial
settlements and slums (Interview, 2018). The proximity of Nilkhet to various
educational institutions and residential neighbourhood made the area popular to students
for cheap books and other educational services (Figure:3).
At present, despite the government’s official control on the area, Nilkhet area has been
mainly controlled by several cooperatives (Malik shomity or owners’ group) namely,
Hazarat Bakku shah, Jilani, Islamia, Banijjo Bitan Malik Shomity. These cooperatives
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claim that they have taken lease from the government and are entitled to get tax from
shop owners. However, dispute continues between the cooperatives and also city
corporation. Jilani, banijjo bitan and gauchul azam claims to get lease for thirty years
(30) with a deposit of fifty million BDT, while the lawful entitlement should be four
hundred million BDT. Bakkusha and Sahajal Shomity claim to have lease for thirty
years (30) and has been preparing to build a twenty-story high-rise building. Islamia
Bonik Shomity paid nothing for the lease, yet built a two-three -storied bookshops on
the government land (Land office, Dhaka) (Figure:3).
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continues between the cooperatives and also city corporation. Jilani, banijjo bitan and
gauchul azam claims to get lease for thirty years (30) with a deposit of fifty million BDT,
while the lawful entitlement should be four hundred million BDT. Bakkusha and Sahajal
Somity have leased for 30 years but has been preparing to build a twenty-story high-rise
Figure 2 Property Mouja map of Nilkhet area. Courtesy: Dhaka City Corporation, Dhaka,
building. Islamia Bonik Samity paid nothing for the lease, yet built a two-three -storied
Bangladesh
bookshops on the government land (Land office, Dhaka)
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Figure 3 (left) Landuse map of the surrounding area; (right) different samities in Nilkhet

Figure 3 (left) Land use map shows how educational institutions surround Nilkhet area; (right) map
showing the control of different shomities on the shops in Nilkhet area. Surveyed by Level 4 Term 1
(2017) students of the Department of Architecture, BUET
4.0 Three shades of Placelessnes
Within a process of rapid urbanization retailing acts as a survival strategy for the urban
migrants by securing job opportunities in the informal sector. In such a changing urban
context the socio-economic and political aspect are the prime concerns in shaping the urban
78
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4.0 Three aspect of Placeless-ness
Within a process of rapid urbanization in Dhaka retailing acts as a survival strategy for
the urban migrants by securing job opportunities in the informal sector of the city. In
such a changing urban context the socio-economic and political aspect are the prime
concerns in shaping the urban retail activities in space. The spatial forms of informal
retail outlets are the outcome of a dependency relationship among various formal and
informal retailer groups in Dhaka (Hossain; 2001). From this view point this study
attempts to understand the spatial aspects of informal retail activities through an
appreciation of the specific socio economic and political environment of the study area
Nilkhet (Figure:3, 4). On the basis of a questionnaire survey and interviews with the
various consumers, formal and informal retailer, the recurrent pattern of socio-economic
behavior and the spatial outcome of the process has been investigated in the following
three sections.

Benign relationship
The clustering pattern of different retail functions in Nilkhet show a definite pattern in
relation to the buying and selling behavior of different retailer and consumer groups.
The spatial patterning of different retail activities follow Nelson’s (1958) definition of
generative, shared and suscipient business types within an apparently chaotic and
unplanned spatial structure. As a whole, the ‘generative’ business i.e book store in
Nilkhet sells by its natural historical demand or attraction forming a large cluster within
a market (Figure: 3, 4). The ‘shared’ business secures consumers through their
supportive nature of business in relation to the generative stores. They sell computer
accessories and other educational materials along with printing and photocopy services
forming a much smaller cluster scattered in different locations within and surround a
market.
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Figure 4 Vertical multistoried development of retail book shops in Nilkhet market, 2015.

The suscipient or impulsive business are scattered within and around the markets in
accessible locations such as, entry points, street facing footpath etc.
As mentioned above, Nilkhet is a specialized and generative book market. In general, a
lower disposable income of the consumers is reflected in their preference for variety of
items and greater bargaining power. Consumers specific demand for book stores as the
generative business at Nilkhet market have book related other accessory shops which
serves as shared business within and between different markets in the study area.
Consumer’s preference for this functional link has resulted in cluster growth of a
number of markets like Islamia Banik Shomiti market, Bakkusha market etc. and
encouraged spatial linkage among them. This has resulted in a range of tenant mix
selling stationary items related to books such as computer accessories, pen and pencils,
cards and papers, etc. Consequent spatial outcome represents variety in shop size to
accommodate different economic class of retailers (Figure:6).
The migrant hawkers with lower capital investment and negligible financial ability
prefer to concentrate within and around the market areas in accessible locations where
they can get easy reach to the general shoppers. They locate themselves at the entry
points, along the footpaths facing the streets of the market fronts to attract moving
people (Figure:5). Retail units within a very smaller built area is a common feature of
these developments. This phenomenon has increased the building depth from outside.
To overcome this spatial problem, the retailers incorporate multiple entryways to offer
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multiple accessibility to the shoppers. Moreover, the lower economic class of informal
retailers, possessing a low rent shop at the deeper part of the market, employ hawkers at
the market fronts where shopper

A: Temporary shops selling

B: Temporary book

C: Temporary book

D: Temporary book shops using

E: Tea & snack shops creating

‘novels’ in front of the
‘Tehari’ food shops.

shops in front of retail
book shops

shops before printing &
binding shops

the boundary wall of existing
built forms.

gathering of people and serving
the book market.

Fig.: Complementary nature of temporary shops at different points of Nilkhet book market

Figure 5 Contingent nature of temporary shops at different positions (identified key map) in Nilkhet
book market

accumulation is much higher. However, these hawkers are mostly migrated people, has
a very negligible capital investment capacity failed to generate profitable business,
hence they advertise for these informal retailers inside, who used to pay illegal tax to
the police to make their space allocation at the market front. The hawkers benefit by
offering variety of items to the general shoppers by selling their own goods along with
their employers occupying a shop within the market. This mutual selling strategy allows
walkway, 1.5 person
D: 2 persons can with
Narrow walkway, 1
E: Spacious
person can walk
A: Narrow walkway,
the informal
hawkers B:person
and
retailers C:can
toNarrow
accommodate
themselves
the lane,6/7
formal
retailers
pass
can pass
walk
1.5 person can pass

in the same shopping precincts (Figure:9). The survey findings reveal the fact that, the
Fig.: Walkway & retail adaptivity at different points of Nilkhet book market

more formal retailers in Nilkhet market are taking advantage by employing hawkers and
the hawker’s benefit financially by securing a job with a low capital investment. This
fact points to the benign dependency relationship between the formal and informal
retailing sectors from a socio-economic viewpoint.
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Figure 6 Permanent and semi-permanent market layers in Nilkhet area: survey, 2018

Figure 7 Transformation of shop type according to different time of the day. Survey, 2018.

Rainy day: Packed and

10 am: shops are beginning their

2 pm: pick time for buying & selling on

6 pm: Varieties of items are being

ready to move

preparation for selling

footpath

sold, as the demand of buyers vary.

Fig.: Transformation of shop type according to different time of the day

This space preference is strongly reflected through a co-operative space mechanism
within the markets in Nilkhet area; Here different retail activities - formal and informal,
are organizing themselves within the same market precincts. This flexible peripheral
informal envelope has no definite shape and visible form of architecture yet
contributing in place making by securing a vibrant and interactive urban retail
environment. This has resulted in a sustainable urban environment by channeling higher
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consumer flow even in the deeper part of the buildings and accumulating formal and
informal retailers and hawkers in the study area all day-long. In absence of this outer
edge of informal activities the deeper parts of the buildings would never survive
(Figure:5). In fact, this placeless dimension of benign dependency relationship is
bringing up the spatial integrity between the outer peripheral occupancy of the informal
hawkers and the deeper inside retail outlets of the formal retailers.

Ordinary Heritage
The conception of Nilkhet in public imagination lives through the availability of books
and their cheapness. The growth of the market in close proximity to the educational
institutions, where students come to the capital city to avail the best educational facility
in the country, has further influenced the rapid growth of Nilkhet market. The students
come from diverse economic backgrounds. The market has long been serving the need
of the students’ community, where the ‘cheap’ and the ‘ordinary’ are the underlying
spirit of the market (Figure:3).
The old books that cannot be sold in the relatively fixed shops inside the market, are
sent to the outer layer of the market which is informal and temporary. This layer of the
market as seen in the images takes its shape with the flow of public circulation
(Figure:11)– a more non-static retail environment, with its ‘impulsive’ textured
architecture. These temporary shops cannot sustain with the notion of fixity, as they
sustain ‘illegally’/informally. Their condition of migrancy and absence of legal
ownership of land makes them both placeless and give freedom to their production of
architecture. This old part of Dhaka is their survival land, and they fit their business
within the everyday-provided scopes. Within the condition of migrancy, whatever
shapes for their architecture are required, the migrants make those to sustain in the
socio-economic struggle to survive in the city (Figure:11).
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Figure 8 Various types of interaction on the streets of Nilkhet.

The everyday production of their retail shops is contingent to their negotiation with the
local politicians, sellers and various law enforcement officers of the area. Even at times
of the routine eviction of the police, these sellers are informed earlier, so that they can
clear away the public streets to justify the eviction of the law-enforcement officers. This
staged drama is as old as the history of new-market and how has become a negotiated
spatial culture between police and the informal vendors, through which either can earn
money, although the later for survival. Here, the shabby texture of the products
inscribed by their history of use and reuse do not hinder their strive to be sold
(Figure:10). The movement of the books from user-to-user continues so are their
heritage of oldness (Interview, 2018). Students come to buy old and second-hand books,
and later sell back to the original sellers at a lower price. The informal retail architecture
in Nilkhet articulates this mobility culture of the books, as the spaces transforms with
time preserving its heritage of being reused. It is to sustain this reusability and
cheapness of the book, which retains the architecture not to take a concrete imagination
of a single person and the legal right of his property.
The temporal signature of the book (in their oldness) makes how the heritage of Nilkhet
remains alive in public conception, but the perceived experience of Nilkhet is even
more. The market accommodates all necessary component of making a book, which
ranges from printing, photocopying, computer composing of the pages and so on. These
product-ual relationship only grew with years and formed their independent business.
However, a retail business for the unskilled labour is not stable due to financial
instability and that a seller has to continuously put into trail to find the right product for
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profit. Respondents have been found in Nilkhet previously started book business, but
am: shops are beginning their
pm: Varieties of items are being
pm : pick time for buying & selling on
later switched to10
stationary
items, due to2footpath
the
crisis of investment. The6sold,
computer
section
preparation for selling
as the demand of buyers vary.

Rainy day: Packed and
ready to move

does not only deal with the book cover, but included banner, visiting card design and
Fig.: Transformation of shop type according to different time of the day

relevant composer tasks. What is interesting in this whole system is how the migrants
grow in it.

Figure
9 Map showing
mobility
of hawker
their market
relationship and mutual dependency with the
Fig.: Respondents’
relation
to the retail
shops (red)
insideand
the book
inner layer of sellers (yellow).

A migrant comes with no skill from elsewhere, learn the computer composing outside
the regular time of the market. However, at the day, for survival he occupies a space in
the extension of the peripheral shop to sell stationary item or attract customer for the
shop. His position as an extension is as supportive for the shop, as for himself, since it
allows him to survive economically in the capital city. An opportunity as such is a
nature of transaction for him to evolve and is only possible in Nilkhet, because the
architecture in the outer layer remains temporary and transformative. The retail
architecture in Nilkhet directly connects to the ambitions of migrants’ lives by
functioning as a living and transformative organism.
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Fig.: Complementary nature of temporary shops at different points of Nilkhet book market

Figure 10 Different modes of retailing in Nilkhet area.

A: Narrow walkway,

B: Narrow walkway, 1

C: Narrow walkway, 1.5 person

D: 2 persons can

1.5 person can pass

person can pass

can pass

walk

E: Spacious lane,6/7 person can walk

Fig.: Walkway & retail adaptivity at different points of Nilkhet book market
Figure 11 Walkway
& retail adaptivity at different points of Nilkhet book market: survey, 2018

(colour legend: light green=circulation, violet= temporary book shops, pink=extension of shops)

This (transformative and temporary) character are the most human dimension of the
architecture of the market. Architecture taking a fixed shape in Nilkhet will disregard
such inclusiveness, and sensitivity towards the migrants (Figure:10).
In Nilkhet this transaction relies on historically persistent socio- economic transactions
of the books and the ordinary in their everyday pursuit for livelihood. These
transactions of ordinary people, which are temporally ‘non- static and evolving’, take
place within and around the architecture of the built environment, making the
production of architecture to be fluid, dynamic and most importantly temporary
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(Figure:12). It forces architecture to constantly evolve, while negotiating the
aspiration, needs, aesthetic and reasoning of ordinary vendors. Ordinary heritage thus
manifests as a socio-spatial-temporal assemblage innate to an urban tissue that runs as
a single organism.

Assemblage
The retail environment and spatialisation of Nilkhet market is contingent to its legal
status of formal and informal. While only a fraction of the peripheral markets is legally
distributed by Dhaka City Corporation, the majority of the semi-permanent markets’
legal status is disputed. Some of the markets are there for more than forty years claim to
obtain lease from the government. Despite their disputed legality, how they sustain,
translates into the spatialisation of the retail activities in Nilkhet area, in particular the
peripheral informal layer of shops (Figure:13).
This relationship cannot only be conceptualised on economic dependency, but also
needs to be understood as a complex array of spatio-political assemblage. For example,
to sustain in a land without a legal ownership evokes constant/everyday negotiation
with government agencies. A quiet strategy (Bayat, 2004) to remain invisible cannot let
them sustain in Nilkhet, rather they have to prove their usefulness in the context of
political and financial domain.

Fig.: multilayer activity on the footpath

Figure 12 Multilayer temporary activities on street.

The micro agency in urban space, though the social attachment of occupying public
land/street and the rapport the vendors had to build with varied networks of stakeholders
have political value. These small acts of rapport are collectively used to gain legitimacy
and right in the city, or what we commonly see to have formal retail shops in the city.
Here gaining formality for the migrants is not short-term project, rather a long struggle
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of negotiation and history of numerous evictions, which some respondents reveal
several times a day in his forty years of history in Nilkhet. In other words, evictions
give the vendors legitimacy in their journey to become formal in Nilkhet, as also
observed by Ayona Dutta in informal settlements in Delhi.
The journey of being formal in the city, thus, seen to produce varied texture of retail
environment. In Nilkhet we observe the variations in the layout, materials and
permanency of the shops. While a small fraction of formally recognised shops is seen to
be built in concrete structures, the majority who cannot claim the official formal status
have to play with the politics of durability. The informal shops are built with CI sheets
and wooden plunks to keep their respect to remain ‘officially’ informal in government
documents. The government recognition of informal has been later used to engage in
legal battle for gaining the occupational right of Nilkhet. Shops are thus seen to be
under a Malik Somiti (owners’ co-operative) to financially and politically support the
legal battle.
Moreover, the current functioning of the temporary layers shows that the vendors use
the inner and more permanent shops for storing their books and other products, vendors’
sustenance is contingent on such provisions. The contingency/dependency of the
temporary layer of market streets are politically articulated in various ways including
supplying manpower to local political leaders. In above circumstances, the temporary
layers in and around Nilkhet provide them with the collective support to resist
government evictions. Nilkhet’s informality is not what we generally perceive within
the binary of formal and informal, Nilkhet, sustains as a single organism to build what
we call here a socially constructed formality. Survey collets various forms of lies, which
build a thick layer of this formal and thickened by the everyday lived experience of the
sellers.
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Fig.: Land ownership situation of the market and surroundings

Figure 13 Land ownership status in Nilkhet area: Survey, 2018

Conclusion
Today, globally the debate of place making through market area development is about
relating to the nature of pedestrian circulation space, connecting the different tenant
mix, cafes and other related uses through interior circulation and streets to the
surrounding public network. However, a contingent socio-spatial relationship has been
successfully adopted in Nilkhet market area – by accommodating formal and informal
retail activities within the same precinct.
The study area brings a variety of uses into a contiguous relationship - to enhance
City Corporation Authorized shops
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Islamia
Shomiti
interaction Under
andConstruction
overlapping of retail activities
through
spaces. The network of
Open space leased to Bakushah
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circulation
spaces
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20 storied
building)
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urban network
to encourage the dependency relationship
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representing two opposing nature of the economy – i.e. formal and informal. The study
Fig.: Amount
and location
of occupied
land operate
by different
points to the fact that
the informal
sector
does not
inauthorities
separate economic circuits:

indeed, they are undoubtedly interrelated with the formal sector (although the spatial
form varies and do not have any definite shape).
This paper argues that, informal sector has the potential to play an important role both
in providing economic feasibility and impart spatial integrity to market areas. Therefore,
place making, besides a physical act, also involves an intangible social and cognitive
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quality. Cognition of ordinary heritage, growing demand of the surrounding educational
institutions and the job opportunity of the poor migrants at local and regional scale
allows it to adopt with the constant spatial transformation. Nilkhet market area
accommodating formal and informal retail activities within a benign space mechanism
engender the fact that deeper sense of place is those that encourage diverse social
interaction, and are adaptable, distinctive and representative of a place specific
architecture yet in its apparent placelessness.
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